Parents’ experiences and perceptions when classifying their children with cerebral palsy: Advice for service providers
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BACKGROUND

- Taken together, the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS), the Manual Ability Classification System (MACS), and Communication Function Classification System (CFCS) can provide a functional profile of children with CP.
- With this in mind, the On Track study was created to track the progress of children with CP in order to establish developmental trajectories that can be used as a means of determining whether children, grouped by classification system levels, are developing ‘as expected’, ‘better than expected’, or ‘more poorly than expected’ across a range of developmental domains.
- One of the methods for the On Track study includes a consensus classification of children using the GMFCS, MACS, and CFCS between parents and study assessors.
- A gap in knowledge exists with respect to how parents respond to classifying their children’s levels of function and how they interpret and integrate this information into goals for their children. In addition, there is a lack of knowledge about parents’ perspectives and experiences with a prognosis for their children with CP.

OBJECTIVES

1. To understand parents’ experiences of classifying their children using the GMFCS, MACS, and CFCS, both independently and collaboratively, with therapist assessors from the On Track study.
2. To understand parents’ perceptions of the utility of these systems relating to current function and predicting future function.
3. To collate parents’ recommendations and advice for service providers on how to employ a family-centered and holistic approach when communicating information.

STUDY DESIGN

- A purposive sample of seven parents participating in the On Track study was recruited by mail; factors considered during the purposive sampling process included:
  - a range of ages (18 months to 11 years)
  - a range of functional abilities (GMFCS, MACS, and CFCS levels)
  - level of consensus between parent and assessor on classification levels
- Semi-structured interviews were conducted either face-to-face or by telephone
- Interviews were audiotaped, transcribed, and openly coded
- A descriptive interpretive approach within a pragmatic perspective was used during analysis

RESULTS

- In analyzing the first portion of the interviews pertaining to parents’ experiences and perceptions when using the classification systems, seven themes emerged (Figure 1).
- Four of these themes focused on experiences and three focused on perceptions of utility.

CONCLUSIONS

- Participants cited a range of experiences and perceptions when interacting with the GMFCS, MACS, and CFCS and the severity of CP in their child seems to have some influence over their experiences.
- Discussions with On Track assessors about the classification systems were viewed positively by parents and used as a means to facilitating further understanding of these systems.
- Most parents responded well to having a direct conversation with the interviewer about prognosis and the stability of these systems, suggesting that parents seem to be open to discussions about future function and perceive this type of information to be useful.
- Formation of strong, authentic connections is extremely influential in determining how parents interact with service providers and how supported and satisfied they feel.
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